
 
 

Installation Instructions for 100821-22 (Red & Blue), 110821-22 (Black), 100831-
32 (Red & Blue), 110831-32 (Black) 
Dual-Feed Fuel Line Kit 
 
1. Remove any existing fittings from the carburetor. 
 
2. Install the long extension in the front float bowl with the supplied aluminum washer. Install the short fitting in the rear 
    float bowl with the supplied aluminum washer. 
 
3. Tighten the inlet fittings with a 1” wrench. 
 
4. Install the straight hose onto the short fitting at the rear of the carburetor and the T-fitting into the long extension at 
    the front of the carburetor. 
 
5. Tighten hose fittings with a 6AN wrench. 
 
6a. The inlet side of the T-fitting on 100821, 110821, 100831 & 110831 is 6AN. You will need to attach a 6AN hose end 
      (sold separately) to connect the fuel line. The T-fitting includes a 1/8" NPT port for a fuel pressure gauge. If the 
      gauge port will not be used, make sure the plug (included) is tight. 
 
6b. The inlet side of the T-fitting on 100822, 110822, 100832 & 110832 is 3/8" NPT. You will need to purchase a 3/8” 
      NPT to AN fitting adapter or a 3/8” NPT to hose adapter to connect the fuel line. The T-fitting includes a 1/8”NPT 
      port for a fuel pressure gauge. If the gauge port will not be used, make sure the plug (included) is tight. 
 
7. You are now ready to complete the installation of the fuel line and accessories. Pressure gauge is not included in kit. 
    See list below for suggested installation accessories or your JEGS catalog for fuel filters, pressure gauges and 
    additional fittings. Place your order online @ jegs.com 24/7 or call 1-800-345-4545. 
 
Suggested Accessories: 
 
Hose End, 6AN Straight 555-100001 & 110001 
 
Fitting, 3/8”NPT to 6AN Straight: 555-100106 & 110106 
 
Fitting, 3/8”NPT to 8AN Straight: 555-100107 & 110107 
 
Liquid Filled Fuel Pressure Gauge 0-15 PSI: 555-41010 
 
Replacement 1/8” NPT Allen Head Pipe Plug: 555-100401 
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